Agenda: LEC Meeting, Tues., Jan. 23, 2018
Room: 442W, Main Library
Chair: Stephanie Perentesis
Recorder: Eric Tans

Attendance: Stephanie, Eric, Sarah, Lisa, Tim

- Minutes 11/28/17 (attached); corrections?
  - No corrections

- Lisa will add a link to the public folder directing people to our website and minutes

- Webinar: “Rescuing Endangered Government Information”

- February newsletter (Sarah)
  - Events to add
    - Conference on the Great Lakes (first week on March)
    - The Wildlife that Surrounds Us event on Feb. 21
      - Add to libcal
      - Talk to Katie D about social media support

- Earth Day exhibit (Sarah, Stephanie)
  - Met with Sheila and Chris Ford about exhibits
  - Focus on extreme weather, particularly in Michigan

- Events update
  - Bee panel plans for this semester have been nixed. Perhaps we could revisit for subsequent semester events
  - The Wildlife that Surrounds Us event on Feb. 21
    - Add to libcal
    - Talk to Katie D about social media support
  - Beal Garden tours scheduled through fall
  - Earth Day Upcycling event
    - Friday April 20 from 12:30-2:30 in Maker Space

- Other business?
  - Erik Ponder has been orientated.
  - Jonah will report back once he reaches out to Recyclers/Surplus about the possibility of adding a compost bin on 2E.
  - The Digital Scholarship Labs will probably need recycling bins nearby, but preferably not inside the glass-enclosed area (per Terri’s request). We will monitor the situation and provide recommendations for receptacles as needed.

- Next meeting: Feb. 27, Eric as chair, Loretta as recorder